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ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY EXPRESSES OUTRAGE OVER  
ABDUCTION OF NIGERIAN GIRLS 

 
Chicago, Illinois – May 6, 2014 - Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority condemns the abduction 
of hundreds of Nigerian girls and joins the worldwide rallying cry to “Bring Back Our 
Girls!” 
 
Speaking on behalf of the Sorority’s 265,000 members and those in 985 chapters 
worldwide, Carolyn House Stewart, International President, denounced the abductions 
and declared that the Sorority fully supports U.S. and international efforts to ensure the 
safe return of these girls.  
 
“It has been almost three weeks since the barbaric violence and abduction of the girls 
from the Government Girls Secondary School in Chibok, Nigeria. A quick response is 
required, which includes a plan to deter future acts of this nature,” declared Stewart. 
 
According to the Associated Press, the girls, ages 15-19, are thought to have been taken 
across Nigeria’s borders to be sold into marriage. 
 
This incident is a prime example of human exploitation, an issue that Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc. has educated communities about through its M.I.N.D.S. campaign against 
human trafficking.  Since the launch of the M.I.N.D.S. campaign in January of 2013, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha has consistently raised awareness about human exploitation. Stewart 
stated, “The sorority has used community forums to raise awareness and advocate for 
stricter enforcement and stiffer penalties. This international travesty powerfully 
punctuates the need for our program initiative.”   
 
“This is a pivotal moment for the world as the future of young girls everywhere is at 
stake,” Stewart emphasized. “We need to unite and send a strong message that the lives 
of all girls are valued and their quest for education and access to education merits global 
support.   We need to continue to raise awareness, deter any elements that threaten 
progress, and decry the acts in Nigeria and elsewhere through our words and actions.”   
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